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Nelly Corbel is the founding executive director of Global Civic Consulting, the cofounder of the Lazord Foundation and the secretary of the Networking Arab Civic
Education founding committee. Prior to this, she served as the associate director of the
Gerhart Center for Philanthropy and Civic Engagement at the American University in
Cairo.

Boris Jokić has been research associate at the Institute for Social Science in Zagreb
(Croatia) since 2010. His fields of interest include educational sciences, psychology
with a special focus on the advancement of primary and secondary education in Croatia.
He was one of the authors of the Strategy of Education, Science and Technology and
a leader of Comprehensive Curricular Reform of Croatian Education.

Michalis Kakos is a senior lecturer, researcher and teacher trainer at Leeds Beckett
University (UK). His research interests span in the areas of citizenship, Human rights
and inclusive education with a particular focus on the school capacity to accommodate
democratic pedagogies and inclusive practices. He is an expert advisor of the European
Wergeland Centre and a board member of SIRIUS – Policy Network on Migrant
Education.

Claudia Lenz is professor in social science at the Norwegian School of Theology and
works as a research professor for the Center for Studies of Holocaust and Religious
Minorities in Oslo (Norway). Her fields of research include historical consciousness,
memory culture and memory politics, contemporary antisemitism and prevention of
group focused enmity. She has been a member of the expert group developing the
Council of Europe Reference framework of competence for democratic culture
(RFCDC) and is one of the lead experts of the CoE network of policy advisors (EPAN).
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Markus Lux has been at the Robert Bosch Stiftung in Stuttgart, Germany, since 2002.
He is currently deputy head of the Department International Relations – Europe and its
Neighbours and responsible for the topics international affairs and global issues, civil
society international and Building a Stronger Europe. From 1996 to 2002 he was a
visiting lecturer at several universities in Latvia and a Researcher at the Jews in Latvia
Museum in Riga (Latvia).
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Niccolò Milanese is a founding director of European Alternatives, a poet and a
philosopher. Asides from European Alternatives he has been involved in initiating
Europe+ campaign for a democratic EU and Civil Society Europe in which he currently
chairs the civic space and fundamental rights working group, and several transMediterranean initiatives including Cultural Innovators Network and YAANI Policy Hub.
He is author of “Citizens of Nowhere: How to Save Europe from Itself” (2018).

Jan-Werner Müller is a professor of politics at Princeton University, where he is also
the founding director of the project in the History of Political Thought at the Center for
Human Values. His publications include Constitutional Patriotism (2007), Contesting
Democracy: Political Ideas in Twentieth Century Europe (2011), Wo Europa endet:
Ungarn, Brüssel und das Schicksal der liberalen Demokratie (2013) and What is
Populism? (2016), which has been translated into fifteen languages. ©KD Busch

Verena Ringler is the founder of European Commons in Vienna. From 2013 to 2018,
she has been building the Europe Cluster of Stiftung Mercator in Germany,
conceptualizing and realizing a large range of endeavors aiming at Europe’s capacity
to act jointly. Prior to this, she curated the 10th anniversary year of the Network of
European Foundations, led the communication work in a European Council team in
Pristina, Kosovo (2006-09), and worked for four years as staff editor with “Foreign
Policy”. Verena Ringler holds degrees in European Studies, Emerging Markets, and
magazine journalism.

Louisa Slavkova is director and founding member of Sofia Platform, a democracy and
civic education organization, based in Bulgaria. She has got experience working in the
largest pan-European think tank ECFR as programs manager, as well as democracy
adviser of Bulgarian MFA Nickolay Mladenov at the time of the Arab spring. Louisa
Slavkova is a frequent contributor to Bulgarian and European outlets on issues related
to democracy and the future of the EU.
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Karolina Wigura is a sociologist, historian of ideas and journalist. She is the head of
the Observatory of Public Debate of Kultura Liberalna (Liberal Culture), one of Poland's
leading centrist think tanks. She is a co-director of the programme “Knowledge Bridges
Poland – Britain – Europe” in St. Antony’s College, University of Oxford and an assistant
professor at Warsaw University's Institute of Sociology. Former fellow of the IWM in
Vienna and GMF, she is also a member of the ECFR Council.
©Bartek Molga

Sarah L. de Lange is Professor by special appointment at the Department of Political
Science at the University of Amsterdam. Since 2016 she holds the Dr. J.M. Den Uyl
chair, a chair established by by the Wiardi Beckman Foundation

Caroline Hornstein Tomić is a Senior Research Associate at the Institute of Social
Sciences Ivo Pilar in Croatia specialising on high-skilled and return migration and related
policies, identity politics, post-socialist transformation and state building processes
(focus: Southeast Europe). She also is a co-founder and Chair of the Management
Board of the Zagreb based foundation Wissen am Werk / Znanje na djelu. Besides
engaging in academia and in civil society, she has been working in the public sector as
well, last as Head of the Operative Division at the German Federal Agency for Civic
Education, from 2016 to 2018.
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